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e variable axial transmission system composed of universal joint transmission sha�s and a gear pair has been applied in many
engineering �elds. In the design of a drive system, the dynamics of the gear pair have been studied in detail. However few have
paid attention to the eect on the systemmodal characteristics of the gear pair, arising from the universal joint transmission sha�s.

is work establishes a torsional vibration mathematical model of the transmission sha�, driving gear, and driven gear based on
lumped masses and the main reducer system assembly of a CDV (car-based delivery vehicle) car. 
e model is solved by the state
space method.
e in�uence of the angle between transmission sha�s and intermediate support stiness on the vibration and noise
of the main reducer is obtained and veri�ed experimentally. A reference for the main reducer and transmission sha� design and
the allied parameter matching are provided.

1. Introduction

In the 1970s, to meet customer demand, the crossover was
modi�ed from cars in Europe and the United States. It
stemmed from SUVs, gradually developed into an arbitrary
combination of car, SUV, MPV, and pick-up. It set the com-
fort, fashion, and appearance standards for such cars; it had
the control of an SUV and the capacity of an MPV internally.
Crossovers are divided into SAV, CDV, vans, and other
models. In recent years the production and sales of crossovers
have developed rapidly in China. 
e technology has also
been greatly improved through absorption and digestion.
However the coupling technology between the transmission
sha�s on the chassis and gears in the main reducer has
been a hot research topic for the industry. 
ere remains
the eect on car NVH due to their coupling. Qualitative
research into the in�uence of transmission sha� angle and
intermediate support stiness on meshing vibration of gears
remains sparse.

A CDV car produced in China suers from excessive
internal noise (60 db). 
e performance of an NVH does
not meet the level required of a passenger vehicle. 
e main
reason for this is shock and vibration from its transmission
system [1, 2]. 
e transmission system of that car can be

described as a “universal joint—transmission sha�—gear
meshing system” (known as a variable axial transmission
system). 
is kind of �exible transmission system can meet
the requirements of torque output �oating [3, 4]. 
ere is no
accurate quantitative analysis on angle between the transmis-
sion sha�s according to the CDV car. In the situation of free-
dom (car suspension), the initial installation angle changes
from 0∘ to 10∘. Without considering in�uence of car weight
and load on the initial installation angle, angle between the
transmission sha�s changes during driving, while few studies
have been involved in quantitative analysis on intermediate
support stiness.
e stiness value (600N/mm∼700N/mm)
is determined by analogy and experience analysis, especially
the mutual coupling eect of installation angle between
transmission sha�s and intermediate support stiness on
vibration of driving and driven gear is less involved currently.


is work focuses on the drive sha�—rear axle main
reducer and gear [5, 6] system of the vehicle, creates a
torsional vibration model, and solves its equations by the
lumped mass method. In�uences of transmission sha� angle
and intermediate support stiness on the meshing vibration
of both driving and driven gears are studied [7, 8], and
the installation angle and intermediate support stiness are
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Figure 1: Universal transmission device structure investigated.
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Figure 2: Torsional vibration analysis model of the transmission sha�, driving gear, and driven gear system.

quanti�ed. Vibration and shock from the variable axial
transmission system are reduced, thereby improving the
vehicle’s performance. 
is study provides useful reference
for the design of automobile chassis.

2. The ‘‘Transmission Shaft—Driving Gear
and Driven Gear’’ Mathematical Model


e key factors aecting vibration and noise in the main
reducer are the driving gear and driven gear’s meshing move-
ment [9, 10]. It is also one of the factors in�uencing vehicle
NVH. As an elastic mechanical system, both the driving gear
and driven gear will have vibration responses to dynamic
excitation during transmission time. 
e dynamic excitation
of the driving and driven gears mainly includes transmission
sha� input excitation and road load excitation [11]. As a result,
when researching the problem of vibration and noise caused
by the meshing of the driving gear and driven gear, it is
important to determine the main characteristics of both of
their excitations.

2.1. Establishing a Torsional Vibration Model: “Transmission
Sha�—Driving Gear and Driven Gear”. 
e “transmission
sha�—driving gear and driven gear” system is analyzed
dynamically. 
e complex mechanical system is simpli�ed
by the lumped mass method. 
e torsional vibration math-
ematical analysis model for this elastic mechanical system
is established by Lagrange’s equation: because the system
components are both numerous and complex in structure,

the form of movement is not only translational but also
rotational. It is necessary to calculate only a�er simpli�cation.
In the torsional vibration model, all components connected
with the rotating sha� are treated as absolutely rigid bodies
with amoment of inertia.
e sha� sectionmoment of inertia
equivalent is transferred to the two ends of the sha�.
e rigid
bodies, a�er equivalent treatment, are connected by a series
of equivalent bodies with elasticity and nomoment of inertia;
thus an equivalent analysis model of the vehicle’s variable
axial transmission system is established. 
e structure of the
vehicle transmission sha� and the main reducer investigated
here is shown in Figure 1.


e torsional vibration mathematical model of the trans-
mission sha�, driving gear, and driven gear system is
established by considering the transmission system torsional
vibrations: a simpli�ed model is shown in Figure 2.


e transmission sha� comprises three cross-sha� uni-
versal joints. Suppose that there is a model with a node in
each universal joint (nodes 1, 2, and 3). Torque transferred
from the engine by the gearbox acts on node 1. 
e two
section transmission sha�s are simpli�ed as torsional springs
and mass points. 
e intermediate support is simpli�ed
as a torsional spring of stiness �0. 
e output end of
the second transmission sha� is connected to the driving
gear; because the driving gear sha� stiness is large, the
in�uence of the driving gear sha� on torsional vibration of
the system is ignored. Load torque is simpli�ed and applied
to the main reducer’s driven gear. According to Lagrange’s
equation and Newton’s second law, the corner is selected
as the origin: the generalised coordinates are expressed as
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� = (�1, �2, �3, �4, �5, �6). 
e system’s torsional vibration
model is

��1 ̈�1 − �1 (�2 − �1) − 
1 ( ̇�2 − ̇�1) = �1,
��2 ̈�2 + �1 (�2 − �1) + 
1 ( ̇�2 − ̇�1) = −�2,
���2 ̈�3 − �2 (�4 − �3) − 
2 ( ̇�4 − ̇�3) = �3,
��3 ̈�4 + �2 (�4 − �3) + 
2 ( ̇�4 − ̇�3) = −�4,

�driving ̈�5 + �� = �5,
�driven ̈�6 − �� = −�6,

(1)

where ��1 is the equivalent polar moment of inertia of the �rst
transmission sha� at node 1 of the universal joint; �1 is the
series equivalent stiness of the �rst transmission sha� tube
and its intermediate support; 
1 is the damping coe�cient
of the �rst transmission sha�; ��2 is the equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the �rst transmission sha� at node
2 of the universal joint; is the equivalent polar moment of
inertia of the second transmission sha� at node 2 of the
universal joint; �2 is the series equivalent stiness of the
second transmission sha� tube and its intermediate support;
2 is the damping coe�cient of the second transmission
sha�; ��3 is the equivalent polar moment of inertia of the
second transmission sha� at node 3 of the universal joint;�driving is the equivalent polar moment of inertia of the main
reducer driving gear; �driven is the equivalent polar moment
of inertia of the main reducer driven gear; �� is the dynamic
meshing force of the driving gear and driven gear;�1,�6 are
the engine output torque and the equivalent torque loading
on the driven gear.

Equation (1) is transferred to the torsional vibration
equation of the system in matrix form:

{��} ⋅ { ̈�} + {
�} { ̇�} + {��} {�} = {� (�)} , (2)

where {��} is the equivalent polar inertiamatrix of the system;{
�} is the equivalent damping matrix; {��} is the equivalent
stiness matrix; and {�(�)} is the torque vector matrix of the
system.
e dynamic meshing force between the driving gear
and the driven gear is as follows [12, 13]:

�� = �� ⋅ (�5 − �6) + 
� ⋅ ( ̇�5 − ̇�6) , (3)

where��,
� are the averagemeshing stiness of reverse and
average meshing damping between gears.

When the power transmission sha� is stable, the rotation
angle between transmission sha� axes [14] (Figures 1 and 2)
is

tan �2 = tan �3 ⋅ cos�1,
tan �4 = tan �3 ⋅ cos�2,
�3 = cos�11 − sin2�1 ⋅ cos2�2�2,
�4 = cos�21 + sin2�3 ⋅ (cos2�2 − 1)�3.

(4)


e relationship between the dierent transmission sha�
torques is as follows:

���� = ����. (5)

Uniting (1) to (5) allows the torsional vibration analysis
model to be numerically solved.

2.2. Numerical Solution of the System Torsional Vibration
Model. To obtain the numerical solution, (2) is solved by a
combination of state spacemethod andRunge-Kuttamethod.

e state space method is analytical and is a comprehensive
method for the dynamic characteristics of the system in
modern control theory. 
e analysis process sets state space
variables which can identify and characterise the system.

en the dynamic characteristics of the system are identi�ed
by the �rst-order dierential equations composed of the state
space variables. 
e transfer function between system input
and output can be obtained by the state space equation. If
the input is known, then the value of the state variables
can determine the changing characteristics of the output
completely.

Set the output variable of system:

�1 = �2,�2 = �4,�3 = �6,�4 = �8,�5 = �10,�6 = �12.

(6)

Select the state space variables:

�1 = �1,
�2 = ̇�1,�3 = �2,
�4 = ̇�2,�5 = �3,
�6 = ̇�3,�7 = �4,
�8 = ̇�4,
�9 = �5,
�10 = ̇�5,
�11 = �6,
�12 = ̇�6.

(7)

Equation (2) is transformed into the state space expres-
sion [15]:
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At the same time, the state space expression for the
torsional mathematical analysis model output variable is
obtained:
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(9)


e parameters of the mathematical model are substi-
tuted into the state space expression. 
e torsional vibration
response of the system can then be obtained by Runge-Kutta
method.

3. Determining Parameters in the Model

3.1. Determining Coe	cients in the Model. 
e transmission
sha�’s main parameters for the car researched here are listed
in Table 1. 
e main parameters of both driving and driven
gears are listed in Table 2.


e torsional stiness of the transmission sha� is

��� =  !	" N ⋅m/rad. (10)

 is the shear modulus, 7.94×1010N⋅m−2; and " is the length
of the sha�.


e transmission sha� of the car is modelled as a thin-
walled circular cross-section:

!
 ≈ 2$%3 (& − %) = 4.86 × 10−6m4. (11)


e intermediate support and transmission sha� total
equivalent torsional stiness values are as follows [16]:

1�� =
1�� +

1��� . (12)


ere are many calculation methods available for the lin-
ear meshing stiness of gears: as far as accuracy is concerned,

a single gear tooth’s linear meshing stiness is calculated by
the ISO method. Results that have little dierence to the
actual meshing stiness may be obtained by this method.
e
hypoid gears of Gleason are adopted in the main reducer of
the vehicle with a gear meshing stiness with a linear value
[17]

��� = 1.84 × 106N/m. (13)


e value of the gear’s equivalent meshing damping is


� = 2'√��� ( 131 +
132)N ⋅ s/m. (14)

31,32 are the driven and driving gear’s qualities and ' is the
damping ratio, with a value of 0.1 here.


e average torsional stiness of the gear is as follows:

�� = ��� (:
2
�1 + :2�2)2:2�1:2�2 = 2.34 × 103N ⋅m/rad, (15)

where :�1 is the pitch circle radius of the driven gear and :�2
is the pitch circle radius of the driving gear.


e equivalent polar moment of inertia of the �rst
transmission sha� at node 1 of the universal joint is

��1 = 0.5 ⋅ (���1 + ����1) + ����1. (16)

���1 is the �rst universal joint cross-sha�’s equivalent polar
moment of inertia about the �rst transmission axis; ����1
is the �rst transmission sha�’s equivalent polar moment of
inertia about its geometric centre; ����1 is the �rst joint sha�
fork’s equivalent polar moment of inertia about the �rst
transmission axis.


e 3d model of transmission sha� and main reducer is
imported into UG so�ware. Values of ���1, ����1, and ����1 are
calculated by UG: the values are listed in Table 3.

According to (16) ��1 = 0.309234412 kg⋅m2. As the same,��2 = ��1 = 0.309234412 kg⋅m2.
Using the same method, the cross-sha� and sha� fork’s

moments of inertia can be calculated: these act from the
second universal joint and their values are listed in Table 4.���2 = 1.8665142935 kg⋅m2, ���3 = 2.324507441 kg⋅m2,�driving = 1.236925720 kg⋅m2, and �driven =0.027998012 kg⋅m2.


e parameters for (1) can be found in Table 5.

3.2. Determination of Car Main Reducer External Excitation.
Here, considering �uctuations in main reducer input torque
and load torque, the input torque and load torque are set as
follows [18]:

�1 (�) = �1 + > cos���,
�6 (�) = �6 + > cos���, (17)

where�1 is the input torque from the engine;�6 is the load
torque; > is the coe�cient of torque �uctuation (its value is
0.1); and �� is the angular velocity of the transmission axis.
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Table 1: Main parameters of the transmission sha�.

Parameters
Shear modulus (GPa)

Length of the sha�" (mm)

Sha� tube section
outside diameter& (mm)

Sha� tube section
inside diameter% (mm)

First sha� 79.4 524 63.5 59.9

Second sha� 79.4 875 63.5 59.9

Table 2: Main parameters of gears.

Name and code Driven gear Driving gear


e number of teeth (�) 41 8

Surface cone angle (DELTA-?) 76∘ 55� 40�� ≈ 76.93∘ 18∘ 14� 10�� ≈ 18.24∘

Reference cone angle (DELTA-@) 75∘ 55� 50�� ≈ 75.93∘ 12∘ 56� ≈ 12.93∘

Root angle (DELTA-A) 70∘ 16� 47�� ≈ 70.28∘ 12∘ 2� 35�� ≈ 12.04∘

Oset distance 30mm (lower)


e average pressure angle (ALPHA) 21∘ 15� ≈ 21.25∘

Pitch circle diameter (&) 170.601mm

Equivalent radius (B) 73.18mm 20.5mm

Mean spiral angle (BETA) 26∘ 46� 25�� ≈ 26.77∘ 49∘ 59� 48�� ≈ 49.9967∘

Cutter diameter (BETA-B) 152.4mm


e gear width (BF) 25mm 33.3mm

Base circle diameter (Db) Db =& ∗ COS(ALPHA)

Table 3: Values of ���1, ����1, and ����1.
Moment of inertia ���1 ����1 ����1
About the D-axis 0.000538185 0.617267494 0.002713877

About the E-axis 0.000129689 0.001702246 0.000535828

About the F-axis 0.0005382 0.617267479 0.002981971

Table 4: Values of ����2, �����2, and �����2.
Moment of inertia ����2 �����2 �����2
About the D-axis 0.342704517 3.720747326 0.342704517

About the E-axis 0.000541772 0.012791622 0.000541772

About the F-axis 0.342442366 3.731261792 0.342442366

Considering when the CDV car is running at an engine speed
of 3500 rpm,�1 = 151.20N⋅m, the vibration and noise were
large. 
e normal mass of the car is 1500 kg, and the wheel
eective radius is 290mm, giving�6 = 750N⋅m; the speed
of transmission sha� is 2500 rpm.

4. Response Analysis of the System’s
Torsional Vibration

4.1. E
ects of the Angle between the Axes on Vibration
in the Main Reducer. Having established the mathematical
relationship between the angle of the transmission sha�s and
the output variables of the state space using a MATLAB
simulation, the system response curves for angular velocity
and angular displacement are realised as shown in Figures 3
and 4.
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Figure 3: Response curve: driving gear angular velocity.

In Figure 3, the installation angle � is taking values
of 0∘, 3∘, 5∘, 6∘, 8∘, 10∘, and 12∘ in turn. 
e transmission
system consists of multiparts. During engine start-up phase,
coupling eect between multiparts causes the change of
angular velocity �uctuations at dierent installation angles,
while angular velocity �uctuations are stable in a certain area
and periodic vibrating by a certain time. When installation
angle is 12∘, the unstable time of �uctuation is longest and
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Table 5: Main parameters of transmission system.

Name Code Parameters Name Code Parameters


e series equivalent
stiness of the �rst
transmission sha�’s tube
and its intermediate
support

�1 7.36 × 105 × ��7.36 × 105 + �� N⋅m/rad


e series equivalent
stiness of the second
transmission sha�’s tube
and its intermediate
support

�2 4.41 × 105 × ��4.41 × 105 + �� N⋅m/rad


e damping coe�cient of
the �rst transmission sha�


1 0.002

e damping coe�cient of
the second transmission
sha�


2 0.002


e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
�rst transmission sha� at
node 1 of the universal joint

��1 0.309234412 kg⋅m2


e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
�rst transmission sha� at
node 2 of the universal joint

��2 0.309234412 kg⋅m2


e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
second transmission sha�
at node 2 of the universal
joint

���2 1.866514293 kg⋅m2


e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
second transmission sha�
at node 3 of the universal
joint

��3 2.324507441 kg⋅m2


e driving gear and driven
gear’s average meshing
stiness in reverse

�� 2.48 × 103N⋅m/rad

e driving gear and driven
gear’s average meshing
damping


� 47.8 (N⋅s/m)


e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
main reducer driving gear

�driving 1.236925720 kg⋅m2

e equivalent polar
moment of inertia of the
main reducer driven gear

�driven 0.027998012 kg⋅m2
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Figure 4: Response curve: driven gear angular displacement.

stabilize �uctuation is largest. While angle is 5∘∼6∘, driving
gear can quickly enter smooth transmission and �uctuation
of angular velocity is minimal.


e changes in the driven gear’s angular displacement are
shown in Figure 4. With an analysis of response curve and
variation curve, it is seen that the angle between transmission
sha�s has an in�uence on vibration and noise in both gears.
With the change in angle between the transmission sha�s, the
driven gear’s amplitude of vibration increases at �rst from 0∘

to 3∘ and then decreases to a series of small �uctuations of
stable amplitude at installation angles of 3∘ to 6∘. When the
angle increases, the torsional vibration intensi�es.

From an analysis of Figure 5, when the transmission
sha� stiness is the same as that of its intermediate support,
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Figure 5: Transmission error: angular displacement—time curve.

the transmission error �uctuates cyclically. Dierent angles
between transmission sha�s lead to dierent transmission
accuracies. When the angle between the transmission sha�s
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changes from 3∘ to 5∘, the transmission error �uctuation is
small. While the angle is 5∘, the transmission error is min-
imised; therefore it aords a better transfer of engine speed
through the universal joint. As a result, rear axle vibration and
noise caused by speed �uctuation can be reduced. Based on
the above analysis, the angle between transmission sha�s not
only in�uences the transmission characteristics of the sha�,
but also in�uences angular speed �uctuation and torsional
vibration of the gear system. To improve transmission system
comfort, the design angle should be 5∘.

4.2. �e Response Analysis of Intermediate Support Sti
ness
on Main Reducer Vibration. In Figure 6, the input torque
and load torque have cosine-momentum. With the interme-
diate support’s stiness changing, the angular acceleration
of the driven gear will undergo cyclical �uctuations. In the
simulation, the intermediate support is variable and is set to
500N/mm, 800N/mm, 1000N/mm, and 1500N/mm in turn,
other settings remaining unchanged. 
rough comparative
analysis of the four plots in Figure 6, the driven gear’s
angular acceleration �uctuations are dierent. When the
intermediate support stiness is 500N/mm, the angular
acceleration �uctuation is relatively stable. 
e eect on both
gears’ meshing vibration is smaller.

5. Experimental Verification


e main factor causing vibration is meshing of the gears.

e vibration of the main reducer in the rear bridge directly
aects NVH performance. 
erefore, vibration of the main

reducer and the NVH noise performance can re�ect meshing
vibration of the gears directly. To verify the validity of the
study, intermediate support stiness and installation angle
between transmission sha�s are changed in a full-scale car
test. 
rough changes in the aforementioned factors, NVH
performance status inside the car and vibration of the main
reducer would verify the validity of the study in actual
operating conditions.


e test systems comprised a portable vibration tester
developed by Wuhan University of Technology for the auto-
mobilemain reducer and a portable LMS.Test.LabNVHnoise
tester from LMS Co., (Belgium).


e portable vibration testing system has four acquisition
channels. One channel acquisition records the transmission
sha� speed signal; the other two channels record vibration
acceleration signals in the vertical and horizontal directions
from the main reducer. 
e recorded signals are displayed as
plots of speed and the main reducer vibration acceleration
on the computer screen in real-time.
e LMS.Test.Lab NVH
noise tester can test noise inside the car in real-time and
re�ect the overall noise performance of the automobile.


e experiment does not change the box, car clutch, front
and rear suspensions, or any other factors: the only changes
were made to the installation angle between transmission
sha�s and the intermediate support stiness.
e automotive
engine was run over its full working range of up to 6000 rpm.

e experimental installation is shown in Figure 7 and
vibration is tested by point-to-point measurement, which
avoids the in�uence of other vibrations.
enoise tester (LMS
Co., Belgium) is used to verify the data of which the project
always recorded two sets to allow later comparison.

When the angle between transmission sha�s is 7∘, the
intermediate support stiness is approximately 700N/mm,
and the experimental result is shown in Figure 8.

When the angle between transmission sha�s is 5∘, the
intermediate support stiness is approximately 500N/mm,
and the experimental result is shown in Figure 9.

To further verify the eects of a change in installation
angle and intermediate support stiness on the rear axle, the
experiment also tests the NVH (noise) inside the vehicle.
e
results are shown in Figure 10.

Comparing Figures 8 and 9, when the installation angle
is 5∘ and the intermediate support stiness is 500N/mm,
the eect on the rear axle vibration is obviously smaller.
Seen from Figure 10, when the transmission sha� angle
and intermediate support stiness are changed, the NVH
performance inside the car improved.
rough experimental
veri�cation, data simulation, and analysis the data coincide
with experimental veri�cation thereof.

6. Conclusion


e research shows that the angle between transmission
sha�s has a great in�uence on vibration and shock in the
rear axle main reducer. 
e numerical matching of the rela-
tionships between angle, intermediate support stiness, and
gears can be found by numerical solution.
e angle between
transmission sha�s and the intermediate support stiness
can then be quanti�ed. According to the CDV car studied
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Figure 7: Experimental installation.
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Figure 8: Experimental results.
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Figure 9: Experimental results.

in this research, the installation angle between transmission
sha�s should be designed to be 5∘ as far as possible and
the intermediate support stiness should be 500N/mm as
predicted by theory and veri�ed experimentally. As a result,
the transmission sha�’s eect on vibration and noise from the
main reducer can be decreased. 
ere is no other problem
caused a�er long-term test. 
e method applied in this
research has reference value for vibration and noise reduction
in variable axial transmission systems.
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